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Run 1615  23 January 2013 

Right Up…. errr… Write Up by Scottish Bog 

The Spectre of the local Voodoo lord was ever present on this stop start run. Gray, and looking for 

blood, hare McSwirley seemed to be searching for blood at every twist and turn. 

Arriving at the start of the blood sucking crime scene, all seemed quite tranquil and comfortably 

located on rural land behind Mega and Ikea which will surely be overrun by developers and 

speculators in the flash of a brown envelope. It certainly seems to be overrun by low voiced ladies, see 

- see the video 

A small but enthusiastic group swollen by visitors and set out back up the access road to Muang Keaw 

Golf Course and new Moobaans. Soon we were on the on dykes surrounding farm land where Voodoo 

elements strangely began to appear, squashed rats then numerous shells of large green water snails. 

Nobody seemed to notice. 

Crunching on we came out on to hard top road again. Did you notice the flat frogs, Voodoo children? 

Fairly stung out until a fairly strenuous check identified by Ambrose and Ainee who had disappeared 

for a disproportionate period of time before emerging exhausted from the thicket unable to call ‘’On 

On’’ but simply flail their arms in the air. Or was it some long lost Voodoo lovers’ ritual. Only time 

will swell us. 

This great re-emergence of primal instinct took us yet again into the thick of farmland dykes and what 

was that, another freshly killed black rat? Nay, this is getting eerie. Popping out on to blacktop the 

once more stretched pack, after stepping over dried lizards, were herded together on the concrete 

bridge into nowhere land and an awkward check which fretted for a considerable time. Taking relief, 

so to speak, various bums hung over the clong retaining wall on the pretence of resting but looking 

remarkably like a communal Chinese toilet I was compelled to use back in 19888. And me a Water 

and Sanitation engineer too, for emergency relief I may add. 

Leg Iron crossed the little red painted wooden bridge to a pair of run down houses and poked about 

saying that was not the trail. Vagaboberlis, after quite a few minutes, went in again up to one house 

then the other’s front garden and, out of politeness, progressed no further. The Senator tried his best 

which was not good enough. It was only what seemed like ten minutes later an unidentified hasher, 

perhaps by now endowed with special Voodoo powers from all those icons laid by the Voodoo Master 

McSwirley allowed him to pass through the house’s garden closely observed by an unusually large, 

expressionless and silent, Thai Boy Scout who stared blankly ahead. 

The pack and the Dumpsters, now relieved, took to the trail once more. Along a rough road to yet 

another check that appeared to have been set alight. Self-ignition or had some hidden ghoul appeared 

to deal it’s devilish duty on flummoxing the already frustrated followers of McSwirley. And what was 

that? Surely not. But yes, a flattened upturned turtle. 

The hare must surely have enlarged inside pockets like Poachers Pocket to contain all this vermin, nay, 

the paraphernalia of religious rights that leads him to his greater powers to daze and confuse a 

normally spirited group. 

A single strand of paper on the clong concrete pathway gives away the secret of the burned out check 

and gets us back on to the trail. While Shiny Helmet wobbles over a single plank which would not 

have carried the weight he was last year, the rest took the 2 meter wide bridge further down. And so to 

the big gravel road and many little Thai stalls of the ever available food and loads of the usual other 

stuff. A final turn and the great illuminations of Ikea and Mega are final guiding lights back to the 

relief of the beer truck. 



And there was Drunkin Donut, last out first in, almost. 

Relief of the beer truck? Those bulging pockets of the hare had one last offering to test the non-shiny 

metal of the pack. Mosquitoes. Not just one or two but ‘tousands and tousands’ as the Irish would say. 

Sucking enough blood from the now less spirited pack to fill the veins of all the dried rats and frogs, 

lizards and turtles intermittently scattered along the trail. 

Substitute GM, No Meat, conjured up a rapid circle was formed. The Voodoo Rights Of the Evening 

were performed in dreadlock speed while we still had blood in our veins. The substitute RA Weed 

Eater insisted the visitors who sang very good songs sing even their own, Sean, with a more bass voice 

that her song master friend, and Steve (?), the larger than life walker from Aberdeen, or was that 

Johnny Walker. 

Piya was praised for being the most photographed drunk of the hash. 

Chris, the Burmese, who comes not from Noo York but from Nyoo Yawk, was appropriately named 

Tits of the Week. He certainly would catch the eye of many of the inhabitants of Silom Soi 4. Unable 

to finish is extended Down Down with chants of Why are we Waiting, Forget me Not, who made 

Chris come, for the second time it has to be said was punished by publically finishing it off. 

Nibbles stoically set up and survived the onslaught of Mosquito Mother Nature serving our necessary 

sustenance of a constant supply of beer and yum yum nibbles. 

The On On On , traditionally hosted by the Hare, remained un-hosted, perhaps some additional 

Voodoo rights had to be observed before the extracted blood coalesced. A small cosy group of six 

enjoyed the hospitality of a very nice old fashioned traditional restaurant juggling the needs of 

carnivores and ‘the others’. Well served and cared for, the main waitress even returned to thank us for 

the tip. Kop khun crap. 

 


